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NASA: Not just “Houston” and “Kennedy”



Background: Tribology?

• Tribology
• Root: From the Greek “tribos” which means 

to “rub”.
• Suffix: “ology” the study of.  Tribology is the 

”study of rubbing?”
• Colloquial: The study of friction, wear and 

lubrication.
• General Scope: Bearings, gears, lubricants, 

and wear.



Background: Grease

• Grease 
• Oil: provides primary lubrication.
• Additives: Provide the performance 

enhancements not found in the oil (anti wear, 
viscosity enhancers, extreme pressure, etc.)

• Thickener: holds the grease and additives in 
together.



Background: No two greases are alike

• Grease 
• Oil: provides primary lubrication.
• Additives: Provide the performance 

enhancements not found in the oil (anti wear, 
viscosity enhancers, extreme pressure, etc.)

• Thickener: holds the grease and additives in 
together.

• Grease formulation
• Base oil, additive package and thickener is 

selected based upon the application.



Background: Space Application

• Space Environment
• Vacuum: No atmosphere, poor cooling, 

evaporation issues, lack of passivating oxides.
• Cold: flow and shear problems, limited drive 

power
• Hot: oil separation and migration, degradation.
• Everything Else: Severe, launch vibes, dust, 

radiation, no replenishment



Space Lubricants: Typical Materials

• Space Lube Options:
• Fluorocarbon oils
• PTFE 
• MoS2
• Thin metal films (Ag, Au, Pt)
• Grease (vacuum compatible)

• Typical Mechanisms:
• Ball bearings
• Gears
• Sliding bearings, latches, cables



Space Lube Selection: Depends

• Solid Lubes: 
• +: Stay put, work cold and hot, 
• - : limited life, cannot replenish.

• Oil: 
• +: long life, good heat transfer, 
• - : wicks and pumps needed for zero-gravity.
• - : Many oils become too thick or even freeze at 

space temperatures.
• - : Many oils evaporate in the space vacuum.



Space Lube Selection: continued

• Process fluids: (e.g., lube with pumped product)
• + : no contamination issues. 
• - : needs sealed systems, process fluids are 

often poor lubricants (water, ammonia, CO2).
• Grease: 

• Is the space lubricant of choice.
• Combines best attributes of other lubes
• Lasts a long time, stays put, “tailorable” for 

specific attributes.



Space Grease Selection: Classes

• Silicone: (e.g., Siloxanes) 1950’s
• Oldest vacuum grease, less effective than 

modern counterparts.
• PFPAE: (e.g., Krytox, Braycote) 1970’s

• Fluorocarbon base oils. 
• Thickened with PTFE, additives are limited.

• MAC: (Multiply-Alkylated Cyclopentane) 2000’s
• Base oil was originally an “orphan” fluid.
• Easily formulated with additives and thickeners.



Applications: Mechanisms

• Most common components:
• Bearings: Ball bearings, roller bearings, 

sometimes sleeve bearings and rod end 
spherical bearings.

• Gears: spur gears, planetary gearboxes.
• Most common problems:

• Wrong lube selected.
• Unknown conditions lead to failure.
• Wrong engineering solution to the problem.



Space Mechanisms: Typical

• Common Space Mechanisms:
• Deployment: Solar panel array mechanisms, 

latches, optical covers, etc.
• Attitude Control: Reaction wheels, control 

moment gyros, etc.
• Optical Mechanisms: Rotating filter wheels, 

gearbox driven linear positioning actuators, 
etc.



Space Mechanisms: Failures

• Common Space Mechanism Problems:
• Mechanisms: Jam and stick, don’t fully open.
• Bearings: Uneven friction leads to vibrations.
• Lubricants: Oil and grease “dry out” over 

time and cause bearings to seize.
• Gears:  Wear leads to debris particles that 

cause jamming and failure.



3 Examples: Challenges and Victories for Grease

• Large and slow:
– Wrong design
– Poor implementation
– Most extreme lube job, ever

• Wet and warm:
– Water and acid ingestion
– Corrosion and new alloys

• Fast and forever:
– Recurring theme: asking for 

too much
– Incorrect bearing practices 

and often the wrong grease
– Different bearing 

technologies may be the 
long-term solutions



ISS: Laboratory in space
• Outside: Solar Panel (PV) array “wings”
• Inside: many moving machines and systems.
• Lots of engineering “challenges” (problems)
• A bit of every kind of lube problem



#1: Large and slow

• SARJ Bearing Failure:
• Solar Alpha Rotary Joint (SARJ)
• Solar panel wing bearing.
• Continuous slow rotation
• Turns one rev every 90 minutes
• Vital to ISS operation. Failure 

not an option.



ISS: Solar Alpha Rotary Joint (SARJ)

• Big bearing allows solar panels to follow sun.



SARJ Bearing: Like Wind Turbine Bearing

• 3 meter bearing 
• Turns slowly and must be smooth
• Similar scale to large wind turbine bearings



SARJ Hardware
• SARJs:

• Design complex.
• Can be replaced or repaired in 

space

Bearing made for long-life, but 
designed to allow replacement 
by astronauts (never proven 
before).



SARJ Bearing (Close up view)
• Bearing race rings are triangle cross-section (shape).
• Races turn inside three gold plated (solid lube) rollers.
• Each roller contains a small ball bearings with PFPE based grease. 



SARJ: When new on ISS
• Race surfaces are smooth and clean.
• Rollers (hidden under trundle) allow races to turn easily. 

Trundle 
(rollers 
underneath)



SARJ: Bearing stopped turning?
• Astronaut Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA-spacewalk)

• Race was not smooth and clean any longer.
• Wear debris was everywhere…samples collected.

Race ring 
surface 
rough

Wear particles 
everywhere!



Investigation: “how did it break?”
Inadequate lubrication of the roller-race contact, combined with a kinematic 
mechanism design that is vulnerable to roller tipping and high friction, led 
to damaging high roller-race surface forces and stresses.

Roller Tipping Axes

Design analyses and 
records search

Tribology test data and 
expertise

Root cause determination

Lube life testing: ongoing
T. Krantz and C. DellaCorte (RXN)

Problem

Investigation

Understanding

Recovery-Operations



Repair: “How can we fix the SARJ?”
• Ground tests and analyses showed that grease 

reduces friction and is needed. 
• STS-126 trained for SARJ repair and recovery.



Grease: “It worked and just keeps going!”
• Grease lubrication added November 2008.
• NASA watches SARJ friction every minute, 24/7.
• Over ten years later the SARJ bearings are ok.

SARJs 
greased

Starboard
restarted



#2: Wet and warm and worse

• ECLSS Distillation Assembly: Purifies dirty water
• Liquids (urine, sweat, spit, etc.) are collected.
• Mixed with acids to kill bacteria.
• Sent through a rotating (bearings) distiller 

(warm) process.



ISS: Water Recycling

• ECLSS Distillation Assembly:
• Rotating drum is heated to boil dirty acid water and 

create steam.
• Steam is cooled, condensed and filtered to 

produce clean water.
• Inside ISS, warm, wet, corrosive environment.

”Toilet” ”Refreshing!””Distillation Assembly”



Water Recycler: Needs new bearings

• ECLSS Distillation Assembly: Bearing problems
• Original steel bearings rusted and failed.
• Cobalt alloy bearings were too soft and failed
• NASA invented new NiTi alloy that is hard and 

does not rust but needs lubrication.
• Selected a water resistant Li-base grease with 

synthetic PAO oil and non-toxic additives.

Steel 
Bearing 
(rust)

NiTi 
Bearing 
(rust-
proof)



Bearing Testing: Grease works again!
(Warm, wet, slow conditions)

Lab Configuration of DA Urine Processor

Long tests (10 000 hours) prove that greased NiTi bearings work well.

Drive Motor



#3: Fast and forever

• Blowers, fluid pumps and 
reaction wheels:
• Small (~10mm bearings).
• Operate at 2,000 to 20,000 

rpm.
• Expected to run with low, 

constant torque.
• Must operate for years and 

years.

Blowers and pumps

Reaction Wheels and Gyros



#3: Fast and forever

• Reaction wheels and gyros:
• Need near zero friction with no 

changes over time.
• Mission can last for decades.
• Operate in vacuum (-40 to 140ºC)

• Blowers, fluid pumps:
• Must avoid contaminating product 

with bearing lubes.
• Often noxious fluids (ammonia, 

water, dirty air)
• Must operate for years and years.

Blowers and pumps

Reaction Wheels and Gyros



Teaching Example: Reaction Wheel Bearings 

Translation: Choose the MAC base oil (Pennzane) grease 

Standard Practice: 2 duplex pairs of 
440C ball bearings. Vacuum 
compatible grease

Candidate base oil properties

Source:  Bialke, AAS-92-025. 



Hard Lesson: High Speed Blowers & Pumps

Single air blower supplies 
entire system

ISS CO2 Removal Assembly (CDRA)

• Blower (and fluid pump) requirements:
– 20,000 to 150,000rpm.  Continuous duty.
– Low friction, long-life needed, unlimited life desired.
– Product contamination by lubes not permissible.
– We use air lubed (or pumped liquid) lube hydrodynamic bearings.



Hard Lesson: What is the lesson?

Single air blower supplies 
entire system ISS CO2 Removal Assembly (CDRA)

• Greased ball bearings for blowers (and fluid pumps)?
– Costs are low. Technology is known.
– Sealed for life bearings are industrial norms.
– Seals are not perfect, they leak grease and this can contaminate 

balance of pant.
– Vacuum endurance leads to limited grease selections.
– High speeds for many years exceeds capabilities.



Parting Thoughts: Space is greasy!

• Grease is the #1 preferred space lube
• Each application must carefully consider all 

requirements before selecting the right grease
• Base oil, viscosity index, vacuum compatibility, additive 

package play key roles in success (or failure).
• Grease “failures” are often really mis-applications.
• We all must keep an open mind.  Sometimes grease is 

not the best choice.
• Solid lubricants, process fluid lubricants and exotic 

approaches (solid state devices, magnetic levitation) 
have their place too!



Thank You!
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